Introducing MOJAVE MOBILE

The only intraoral dental vacuum that provides over 12 SCFM of flow

- 100% Effective Aerosol Mitigation
- Plug-and-Play. Only electricity is needed, no other connections or new piping necessary
- Dry vacuum technology that comes with built-in motor driven centrifugal amalgam separator
- Easy to use and clean integrated fluid container
- Bacteria filter for exhaust air outlet to reduce infection risk (HEPA H-13)
- Sound-absorbing hood for low-noise operation
- Built-in Redundancy

Possible Applications

- Upgrade your office without touching your piping
- Perfect Solution to designate one chair for the treatment of high-risk patients
- Enhancing the flow for the last chair on your vacuum line
- Backup solution when your office vacuum system is down
- Mobile Dentistry (nursing homes, in-home care, specialized clinics)